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EEvveryeryone braone bravve is fe is forgivorgivenen
by Chris Cleave
Shocking her family by joining the war
effort in 1939 London, socialite Mary
teaches evacuated children and bonds
with her employer before their
romance is challenged by a love
triangle and the realities of the war

LifLife classe class
by Pat Barker
Capturing the devastation and
psychological trauma of the Great War
on every level of British society, Life
Class focuses on a group of young art
students who soon discover that life,
love, and art will never be the same.

SaSayyonaraonara
by James A. Michener
During the Korean War, Major Lloyd
Gruver unexpectedly falls in love with a
Japanese dancer although he knows he
cannot bring her back to America.

BirdsongBirdsong
by Sebastian Faulks
In 1910, Stephen Wraysford, a young
Englishman, journeys to France and
becomes embroiled in a series of
traumatic events, including a
clandestine love affair, and is later
trapped amid the horrors of the First
World War

The lieutThe lieutenant'enant's nurses nurse
by Sara Ackerman
Stationed in Hawaii in the wake of the
Pearl Harbor attacks, Army Corps nurse
Eva Cassidy fights for the lives of her
patients and falls for an enigmatic
intelligence officer while hiding a
difficult secret.

AAll the lighll the light we cannot we cannot seet see
by Anthony Doerr
A blind French girl on the run from the
German occupation and a German
orphan-turned-Resistance tracker
struggle with their respective beliefs
after meeting on the Brittany coast.

A long petal oA long petal of the seaf the sea
by Isabel Allende
Sponsored by the poet Pablo Neruda to
flee the violence of the Spanish Civil
War, a pregnant widow and an army
doctor unite in an arranged marriage
only to be swept up by the early days of
World War II.

An uncAn unconditional freedomonditional freedom
by Alyssa Cole
Rescued from slavery after his dreams
of becoming a lawyer are shattered,
Daniel is offered a position with a
covert group of African-American spies,
unaware that his new partner is a
double agent intent on betraying him.

The nighThe nightingaletingale
by Kristin Hannah
Reunited when the elder's husband is
sent to fight in World War II, French
sisters Vianne and Isabelle find their
bond as well as their respective beliefs
tested by a world that changes in
horrific ways.

A Dangerous AA Dangerous Act oct of Kindnessf Kindness
by L. P. Fergusson
When a widow finds an injured enemy
pilot on her farm, the distant war is
suddenly at her doorstep. Knowing he
will be killed if discovered, she makes
the dangerous decision to offer him
shelter from the storm. A beautiful,
harrowing love story.
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The bungalowThe bungalow
by Sarah Jio
A military nurse in Bora Bora during
the summer of 1942 is drawn to a
mysterious soldier until they witness a
horrible crime and he is redeployed,
leaving her seeking the truth about
what happened for 60 years.

TTomorrow Iomorrow Is Fs Foreorevverer
by Gwen Bristow
ar from the bright glamour of
Hollywood, WWII rages in Europe,
awakening feelings and longings
Elizabeth thought she would never
experience again. Then one night, her
husband introduces her to a German
screenwriter.

FFor loor lovve and ce and countryountry
by Candace Waters
Fleeing her wedding and her privileged
lifestyle, Lottie Palmer runs away and
joins the Navy WAVES program and
becomes a top airplane mechanic
where she impresses a handsome
instructor she meets in Pearl Harbor.

SkSkeleteletons aons at the Ft the Feasteast
by Chris Bohjalian
During the final months of World War
II, a small group of people--including
the daughter of Prussian aristocrats, a
young POW, and a Wehrmacht corporal
hiding his true Jewish identity--make
their way westward in a desperate
attempt to reach Allied lines.

BeBeyyond the Ghettond the Ghettoo gagatteses
by Michelle Cameron
Set during the turbulent days of
Napoleon Bonaparte's Italian
campaign, the stirring story of two
young women finding love in a wider
world.

The lost lettThe lost letterer
by Jillian Cantor
A young apprentice stamp engraver
works secretly for the Austrian
resistance in World War II and resolves
to save the fiery daughter of his Jewish
mentor, a story that is found decades
later by a descendant who investigates
an unusual stamp on an old love letter.

The long flighThe long flight homet home
by Alan Hlad
In September 1940, the events of World
War II bring together British pigeon-
keeper Susan Shepard, American pilot
Ollie Evans, and a pigeon named
Duchess on a very special mission

The wintThe winter guester guest
by Pam Jenoff
18-year-old Helena begins harboring a
Jewish-American paratrooper stranded
in her Polish village during Nazi
occupation, and when she falls in love
with him, she must contend with the
jealousy her choices have sparked in
her twin sister.

The garden oThe garden of lettf lettersers
by Alyson Richman
In World War II Italy, cello prodigy
Elodie Bertolotti joins the Italian
Resistance to Mussolini's fascist
regime, and soon she must seek
sanctuary with a young doctor who has
painful secrets of his own.

Her Heart'Her Heart's Choics Choicee
by Rosie Meddon
Lou wants a life outside of North
Devon, where she's never left. She
yearns to contribute to the war effort
and takes a job as a clerk in the
Canadian Navy depot in Plymouth,
where she finds herself torn between
two men.
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